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The Rules of Project Risk Management - Robert Chapman 2019-09-23
The Rules of Project Risk Management, 2nd Edition, provides practical
experience-based guidance to support the delivery of effective project
risk management. While the discipline is recognised as a major
contributor to the successful outcome of projects, its implementation is
far from straightforward. Successful delivery requires an in-depth
understanding of the "ingredients" of effective risk management
practices which impact project performance. The book's value is derived
from the description of these ingredients in a manner which will support
their practical implementation. The author describes a series of
guidelines (labelled "rules") to support the practical application of
project risk management to positively influence project outcomes. The
rules are supported by mini case studies of both successful and
unsuccessful projects to bring to life the ramifications of effective and
poor risk management respectively, and are assembled under seven
headings of environment, external stakeholders, organisation and
culture, leadership and governance, internal stakeholders, risk resources
and system. This second edition contains a new glossary of terms and an
overview of the risk management process to enable those new to the
subject to understand the core risk management activities. It also
contains six more individual guidelines and ten more case studies to
support practitioners, researchers and academics alike to gain an even
greater appreciation of the drivers of successful project risk
management. Enabling the reader to "get inside" risk management to
gain an appreciation of the individual components and "how the engine
works", this book is essential reading for project and risk management
professionals. While the guidelines are described individually so specific
subjects can be examined in detail, they must be considered together, for
like a car, specialist carburettors, fuel injection or high-octane fuel on
their own do not support improved performance. The guidelines can be
considered as the elements that should be taken into account when
compiling a risk maturity model to drive incremental improvement in risk
management practices.
Management of Risk - 2002
This guide is intended to help organisations put in place effective
frameworks for taking informed decisions about risk. It brings together
recommended approaches, checklists and pointers to more detailed
information on tools and techniques. The topics covered include: the
principles of risk management; how risks are managed; managing risks
at the strategic, programme, project and operational level; techniques
and examples of the benefits of risk management. The publication draws
on the experience of experts from both the private and public sector.
Identifying and Managing Project Risk - Tom Kendrick 2009-02-27
Winner of the Project Management Institute’s David I. Cleland Project
Management Literature Award 2010 It’s no wonder that project
managers spend so much time focusing their attention on risk
identification. Important projects tend to be time constrained, pose huge
technical challenges, and suffer from a lack of adequate resources.
Identifying and Managing Project Risk, now updated and consistent with
the very latest Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)®
Guide, takes readers through every phase of a project, showing them
how to consider the possible risks involved at every point in the process.
Drawing on real-world situations and hundreds of examples, the book
outlines proven methods, demonstrating key ideas for project risk
planning and showing how to use high-level risk assessment tools.
Analyzing aspects such as available resources, project scope, and
scheduling, this new edition also explores the growing area of Enterprise

Risk Management. Comprehensive and completely up-to-date, this book
helps readers determine risk factors thoroughly and decisively...before a
project gets derailed.
Project Risk Management - C. B. Chapman 2003
Based on sound conceptual foundations yet developed to meet practical
concerns, Project Risk Management has become recognized as a
standard work on its subject. It sets out the key issues and concepts
involved in effective risk and uncertainty management in a clear and
accessible way, providing a comprehensive discussion of risk
management processes set firmly in the context of the project
management task as a whole and focused on improving performance.
How to Manage a Great Project
- Mike Clayton 2014-01-24
So, you’ve been asked to manage a project. Not sure where to start?
Start here. This is your ultimate one-stop, easy-going and very friendly
guide to delivering any project of any size. Even if you’re a first time,
never-done-it-before, newbie project manager, How to Manage a Great
Project will get you from start to finish on budget, on target and on time.
In just eight simple steps, you’ll learn to: Get things started: understand
the what, why, where and who of your project Plan for success: coordinate what needs doing and who needs to do it Make it happen: get
everything done – in order and on time Keep on track: monitor your
progress to stay in total control Wind things up: review, report and enjoy
the well-earned results How to Manage a Great Project is your roadmap
to project perfection – first time, every time.
Progress in Improving Project Management at the Department of Energy
- National Research Council 2002-01-31
The Department of Energy (DOE) is engaged in numerous multimillionand even multibillion-dollar projects that are one of a kind or first of a
kind and require cutting-edge technology. The projects represent the
diverse nature of DOE's missions, which encompass energy systems,
nuclear weapons stewardship, environmental restoration, and basic
research. Few other government or private organizations are challenged
by projects of a similar magnitude, diversity, and complexity. To
complete these complex projects on schedule, on budget, and in scope,
the DOE needs highly developed project management capabilities. This
report is an assessment of the status of project management in the
Department of Energy as of mid-2001 and the progress DOE has made in
this area since the National Research Council (NRC) report Improving
Project Management in the Department of Energy (Phase II report) was
published in June 1999.
Project Portfolios in Dynamic Environments - Brian Hobbs
2012-05-01
Project Portfolios in Dynamic Environments: Organizing for Uncertainty
is a comprehensive report of research that addresses this important,
rising issue. Authors Yvan Petit and Brian Hobbs present the results of
their investigation in a report that significantly advances the theory and
also offers tips for practice. Currently, those applying project portfolio
management tend to focus on the selection, prioritization, and strategic
alignment of projects. Little attention is afforded the potential
disturbances to project portfolios such as new projects, terminated
projects, delayed projects, incorrect planning due to high uncertainty,
and changes in the external environment. Yet, these factors can have
highly disruptive, even show-stopping influence. This research seeks to
answer: How is uncertainty affecting project portfolios managed in
dynamic environments?
Project Risk Analysis and Management Guide
- John Bartlett 2004
The second edition of the Project Risk Analysis and Management Guide
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maintains the flavour of the original and the qualities that made the first
edition so successful. The new edition includes: The latest practices and
approaches to risk management in projects; Coverage of project risk in
its broadest sense, as well as individual risk events; The use of risk
management to address opportunities (uncertain events with a positive
effect on the project's objectives); A comprehensive description of the
tools and techniques required; New material on the human factors,
organisational issues and the requirements of corporate governance;
New chapters on the benefits and also behavioural issues
Effective Opportunity Management for Projects
- David Hillson
2003-11-19
With step-by-step guidelines, this bestselling reference discusses the
management of project opportunities by expanding the traditional risk
management process to address opportunities alongside threats. It offers
valuable tools and techniques that expose and capture opportunities,
minimize threats, and deal with all types of uncertainty in your business
and projects. Written by an experienced consultant and risk management
specialist, this guide emphasizes that risk processes must cover both
opportunities and threats if they are to assist in accomplishing project
objectives and maximizing business benefits.
Risk Management Treatise for Engineering Practitioners - Chike F
Oduoza 2019-04-23
This book "Risk Management Treatise for Engineering Practitioners" has
been published by academic researchers and experts on risk
management concepts mainly in the construction engineering sector. It
addresses basic theories and principles of risk management backed up,
in most cases, with case studies. The contributions for this book came
from authors in Europe, the Far East and Africa, and it is hoped that the
contents of this book will be useful to anyone interested in understanding
the principles and applications of risk management, especially within the
construction engineering sector. Researchers and postgraduate students
in science and engineering disciplines, especially those interested in
project management, will find this book useful.
Project and Program Risk Management - R. Max Wideman 1992
Integration, general approach and definitions - Risk identification - Risk
assessment goals and methodology - Computer applications - Risk
response and documentation - Management of contingency allowances Managing the risks of the project's environment - Dealing with risks in
contracts.
Application of Enterprise Risk Management at Airports
- 2012
TRB's Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) Report 74:
Application of Enterprise Risk Management at Airports summarizes the
principles and benefits of enterprise risk management (ERM) and its
application to airports. The report discusses implementation of the
iterative ERM process, including roles and responsibilities from airport
governing boards to all staff members. The project that developed ACRP
Report 74 also developed an electronic tool that can be used to support
the ERM process by creating a risk score and a risk map that can be
used to identify mitigation strategies. The tool is included in CD-ROM
format with the print version of the report.
Practice Standard for Project Risk Management
- Project Management
Institute 2009-06-01
The Practice Standard for Project Risk Management covers risk
management as it is applied to single projects only. It does not cover risk
in programs or portfolios. This practice standard is consistent with the
PMBOK® Guide and is aligned with other PMI practice standards.
Different projects, organizations and situations require a variety of
approaches to risk management and there are several specific ways to
conduct risk management that are in agreement with principles of
Project Risk Management as presented in this practice standard.
The AMA Handbook of Project Management- Paul C. Dinsmore
2018-11-13
The life blood to every organization is its projects, and the burden of
success or failure hangs on the shoulders of the project manager. In
every project, the buck stops with the PM, who must be more than a jack
of all trades, but a master of it all. The AMA Handbook of Project
Management is the must-have resource for any project management
professional or student. Covering everything from individual projects to
programs and strategic alignment, it addresses: • Project initiation and
planning • Communication and interpersonal skills • Scheduling,
budgeting and meeting business objectives • Managing political and
resource issues • Implementing a PMO • Measuring value and
competenciesRevised to reflect the latest changes to A Guide to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) and the Project
Management Professional Exam®, the fourth edition of this one-stop,

essential resource has also compiled essays and advice from the field’s
top professionals, featuring new chapters on stakeholder management,
agile project management, program management, project governance,
knowledge management, and more. Project management is one of the
more complex disciplines today, no matter the industry. This must-have
guide remains the indisputable top reference to the entire scope of
critical concepts and theories all project managers must master.
The Risk Management Handbook - David Hillson 2016-06-03
Risk management is dynamic, with new risks continually being identified
and risk management techniques adapting to new challenges. The Risk
Management Handbook gives a clear snapshot of the current state of
play in the risk management landscape, and a look ahead to the key
emerging issues in the field. Drawing together leading voices from the
major risk management application areas - from GRC to supply chain
risk, operational risk to cyber risk - this edited collection showcases best
practice in each discipline and provides a succinct and coherent picture
of the field as a whole. Part One surveys these crucial application areas
and provides a broad integrative framework for the differing contexts
within which risk management is undertaken. Part Two explores
emerging issues and techniques, from risk-based thinking to
communicating uncertainty. The Risk Management Handbook offers
readers knowledge of current best practice and a cutting-edge insight
into new developments within risk management. Whether you are a risk
professional wanting to stay abreast of your field, a student seeking a
broad and up-to-date introduction to risk, or a business leader wanting to
get to grips with the risks that face your business, this book will provide
expert guidance.
The Risk Doctor's Cures for Common Risk Ailments
- David Hillson PhD,
PMP 2014-08-01
The Risk Doctor's Cures for Common Risk Ailments offers tried-and-true
cures for risk management problems at both the organizational and
project levels. Written by noted risk management consultant David
Hillson, aka The Risk Doctor, this book gives practical advice based on
sound risk management principles and real-life cases. Using the medical
metaphor, Dr. Hillson prescribes treatment for serious issues that can
lead to project or business failure. These common risk management
ailments include risk blindness, risk amnesia, risk muteness, risk obesity,
risk anorexia, risk depression, and risk myopia. Proper risk management
is essential to project and business success but is often misunderstood
and inappropriately applied at all levels of the organization. This book
makes the basics comprehensible and the application of sound risk
management workable. Follow The Risk Doctor's recommended
treatment plan and begin a fast recovery from risk ailments that have
troubled your projects and your business—and look forward to a future
filled with the rewards of a healthy approach to risk management!
Gower Handbook of Project Management - Rodney Turner
2016-04-22
This Handbook was the first APM Body of Knowledge Approved title for
the Association for Project Management. Over the course of five editions,
Gower Handbook of Project Management has become the definitive desk
reference for project management practitioners. The Handbook gives an
introduction to, and overview of, the essential knowledge required for
managing projects. The team of expert contributors, selected to
introduce the reader to the knowledge and skills required to manage
projects, includes many of the most experienced and highly regarded
international writers and practitioners. The Fifth Edition has been
substantially restructured. All but two of the authors are new, reflecting
the fast-changing and emerging perspectives on projects and their
management. The four sections in the book describe: ¢ Projects, their
context, value and how they are connected to organizational strategy; ¢
Performance: describing how to manage the delivery of the project,
covering scope, quality, cost, time, resources, risk and sustainability ¢
Process: from start up to close down ¢ Portfolio: the project and its
relationship to the organization The discrete nature of each chapter
makes this Handbook a wonderful source of advice and background
theory that is easy to consult. Gower Handbook of Project Management
is an encyclopaedia for the discipline and profession of project
management; a bible for project clients, contractors and students.
Managing Risk in Construction Projects
- Nigel J. Smith 2014-02-03
Investment in any new project invariably carries risk but the construction
industry is subject to more risk and uncertainty than perhaps any other
industry. This guide for construction managers, project managers and
quantity surveyors as well as for students shows how the risk
management process improves decision-making. Managing Risk in
Construction Projects offers practical guidance on identifying, assessing
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and managing risk and provides a sound basis for effective decisionmaking in conditions of uncertainty. The book focuses on theoretical
aspects of risk management but also clarifies procedures for undertaking
and utilising decisions. This blend of theory and practice is the real
message of the book and, with a strong authorship team of practitioners
and leading academics, the book provides an authoritative guide for
practitioners having to manage real projects. It discusses a number of
general concepts, including projects, project phases, and risk attitude
before introducing various risk management techniques. This third
edition has been extended to recognize the reality of multi-project or
programme management and the risks in this context; to highlight the
particular problems of risk in international joint ventures; and to provide
more coverage of PFI and PPP. With case studies and examples of good
practice, the book offers the distilled knowledge of over 100 man-years
of experience in working on all aspects of project risk, giving sound
practical guidance on identifying, assessing and managing risk.
Project Risk Management Guidelines - Dale Cooper 2014-07-14
This new edition of Project Risk Management Guidelines has been fully
updated to include the new international standards, ISO 31000 Risk
management and IEC 62198 Managing risk in projects. The book
explains the standards and how they can be applied. It provides a clear
introduction to basic project risk management, introduces the reader to
specialized areas of projects and procurement, and shows how
quantitative risk analysis methods can be used in large projects. Chapter
by chapter, the authors present simple, practical steps and illustrate
them with examples drawn from their extensive experience from around
the world, in many different industry sectors and cultures and at all
stages of projects from conception through development and into
execution. Qualitative and quantitative approaches are covered.
Traditional structures and processes are discussed as well as
developments in the way projects are conducted, such as outsourcing
arrangements and risk-sharing structures like public–private
partnerships. Improved outcomes can be achieved when sound risk
management is used to capture opportunities and reduce threats. Its
unique focus and wealth of checklists, tables and other resources make
this book an essential and enduring tool for anyone involved with project
work.
Managing Risk and Opportunity - Torben Juul Andersen 2014-04-24
This book promotes good risk governance and risk management
practices to corporate managers, executives, and directors wherever
they operate around the world. The major corporate scandals have their
roots in governance failure pointing to the link between risk governance
and good performance outcomes. This topic is timely and of interest both
to the academic community as well as to practicing managers,
executives, and directors. The volume focuses on contemporary risk
leadership issues based on recent research insights but avoids excessive
technical language and mathematical formulas. The book is framed
around the challenges imposed on executives and directors in dealing
with an increasingly complex and unpredictable world. This requires a
new risk leadership focus that not only avoids the downside risks but also
considers ways to exploit the upside potential offered by a dynamic
environment. The underlying logic is built on the principles of financial
economics where benefits derive from reducing bankruptcy costs and
increasing future cash inflows. This provides a stringent framework for
analyzing the effect of different risk management actions and behaviors
in effective risk-taking organizations. Hence, the book addresses the
potential for upside gains as much as the threats of downside losses that
represent the conventional risk perspectives. It states the simple fact
that you must be willing to take risk to increase strategic responsiveness
and corporate manoeuverability. The text builds the arguments in logical
steps explicating relevant techniques and practices along the way that
invite to immediate applications and practical thinking
The Rules of Project Risk Management - Robert James Chapman
2016-02-24
The evidence continues to grow that the effective management of risk is
the very kernel of successful project management. Its absence frequently
leaves project sponsors lamenting missed objectives and shareholders
coming to terms with an organisation’s poor bottom line performance. Dr
Robert Chapman's The Rules of Project Risk Management stands out
from other risk management texts because it provides very practical
guidance, supported by numerous mini case studies, many of which have
attracted considerable publicity. The book brings to life both the benefits
of project risk management when effectively applied and the
ramifications when it is misunderstood or receives scant attention. The
structure of the book is based on International Standard ISO 31000 seen

through the lens of general systems theory - where projects are
undertaken by organisations which have an external context and internal
sub-systems. A project system is seen to be composed of seven key
subject areas. Practical short ’rules’ or implementation guidelines,
written in an engaging style, are offered to support each of these subject
areas and aid quick assimilation of key risk management messages. Each
rule focuses on a specific aspect of effective risk management which
warrants attention in its own right. Taken together the rules will provide
those implementing projects with the building blocks to secure a
project’s objectives. They have been drawn from a wealth of experience
gained from applying risk management practices across multiple
industries from Europe to Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
Practical Project Risk Management - David Hillson 2007
Because all projects are "risky," risk management proactively addresses
implications of uncertainty in achieving project objectives. Practical
Project Risk Management: The ATOM Methodology helps you apply risk
management theories and tools to your project so you can manage risk
properly, efficiently, and effectively. Not just another collection of
theories, the Active Threat and Opportunity Management (ATOM)
methodology enables you to make risk management ideas and processes
work for your project. This valuable resource provides: * Best practice
guidelines and standards translated into a comprehensive, proven
methodology * A simple, step-wise process for managing risk * Practical
advice on how to manage risk properly * Hints and tips on how to get the
most out of the risk management process * Guidance to help you
minimize threats, maximize opportunities, and achieve objectives
Project Risk Management - Saipol Bari Abd Karim 2020
An Introduction to Project Modeling and Planning - Gündüz Ulusoy
2021-04-05
This textbook teaches the basic concepts and methods of project
management but also explains how to convert them to useful results in
practice. Project management offers a promising working area for
theoretical and practical applications, and developing software and
decision support systems (DSS). This book specifically focuses on project
planning and control, with an emphasis on mathematical modeling.
Models and algorithms establish a good starting point for students to
study the relevant literature and support pursuing academic work in
related fields. The book provides an introduction to theoretical concepts,
and it also provides detailed explanations, application examples, and
case studies that deal with real-life problems. The chapter topics include
questions that underlie critical thinking, interpretation, analytics, and
making comparisons. Learning outcomes are defined and the content of
the book is structured following these goals. Chapter 1 begins by
introducing the basic concepts, methods, and processes of project
management. This Chapter constitutes the base for defining and
modeling project management problems. Chapter 2 explores the
fundamentals of organizing and managing projects from an
organization’s perspective. Issues related to project team formation, the
role of project managers, and organization types are discussed. Chapter
3 is devoted to project planning and network modeling of projects,
covering fundamental concepts such as project scope, Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS), Organizational Breakdown Structure (OBS), Cost
Breakdown Structure (CBS), project network modeling, activity duration,
and cost estimating, activity-based costing (ABC), data and knowledge
management. Chapter 4 introduces deterministic scheduling models,
which can be used in constructing the time schedules. Models employing
time-based and finance-based objectives are introduced. The CPM is
covered. The unconstrained version of maximizing Net Present Value
(NPV) is also treated here together with the case of time-dependent cash
flows. Chapter 5 focuses on the time/cost trade-off problem, explaining
how to reduce the duration of some of the activities and therefore reduce
the project duration at the expense of additional costs. This topic is
addressed for both continuous and discrete cases. Chapter 6 discusses
models and methods of scheduling under uncertain activity durations.
PERT is introduced for minimizing the expected project duration and
extended to the PERT-Costing method for minimizing the expected
project cost. Simulation is presented as another approach for dealing
with the uncertainty in activity durations and costs. To demonstrate the
use of the PERT, a case study on constructing an earthquake-resistant
residential house is presented. Classifications of resource and schedule
types are given in Chapter 7, and exact and heuristic solution procedures
for the single- and multi-mode resource constrained project scheduling
problem (RCPSP) are presented. The objective of maximizing NPV under
resource constraints is addressed, and the capital-constrained project
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scheduling model is introduced. In Chapter 8, resource leveling, and
further resource management problems are introduced. Total adjustment
cost and resource availability cost problems are introduced. Various
exact models are investigated. A heuristic solution procedure for the
resource leveling problem is presented in detail. Also, resource portfolio
management policies and the resource portfolio management problem
are discussed. A case study on resource leveling dealing with the annual
audit project of a major corporation is presented. Project contract types
and payment schedules constitute the topics of Chapter 9. Contracts are
legal documents reflecting the results of some form of client-contractor
negotiations and sometimes of a bidding process, which deserve closer
attention. Identification and allocation of risk in contracts, project
control issues, disputes, and resolution management are further topics
covered in this Chapter. A bidding model is presented to investigate
client-contractor negotiations and the bidding process from different
aspects. Chapter 10 focuses on processes and methods for project
monitoring and control. Earned Value Management is studied to measure
the project performance throughout the life of a project and to estimate
the expected project time and cost based on the current status of the
project. How to incorporate inflation into the analysis is presented. In
Chapter 11, qualitative and quantitative techniques including decision
trees, simulation, and software applications are introduced. Risk phases
are defined and building a risk register is addressed. An example risk
breakdown structure is presented. The design of risk management
processes is introduced, and risk response planning strategies are
discussed. At the end of the Chapter, the quantitative risk analysis is
demonstrated at the hand of a team discussion case study. Chapter 12
covers several models and approaches dealing with various stochastic
aspects of the decision environment. Stochastic models, generation of
robust schedules, use of reactive and fuzzy approaches are presented.
Sensitivity and scenario analysis are introduced. Also, simulation
analysis, which is widely used to analyze the impacts of uncertainty on
project goals, is presented. Chapter 13 addresses repetitive projects that
involve the production or construction of similar units in batches such as
railway cars or residential houses. Particularly in the construction
industry repetitive projects represent a large portion of the work
accomplished in this sector of the economy. A case study on the 50 km
section of a motorway project is used for demonstrating the handling of
repetitive project management. How best to select one or more of a set
of candidate projects to maintain a project portfolio is an important
problem for project-based organizations with limited resources. The
project selection problem is inherently a multi-objective problem and is
treated as such in Chapter 14. Several models and solution techniques
are introduced. A multi-objective, multi-period project selection and
scheduling model is presented. A case study that addresses a project
portfolio selection and scheduling problem for the construction of a set of
dams in a region is presented. Finally, Chapter 15 discusses three
promising research areas in project management in detail: (i)
Sustainability and Project Management, (ii) Project Management in the
Era of Big Data, and (iii) the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the New
Age Project Management. We elaborate on the importance of
sustainability in project management practices, discuss how
developments in data analytics might impact project life cycle
management, and speculate how the infinite possibilities of the Fourth
Industrial Revolution and the new technologies will transform project
management practices.
A Short Guide to Facilitating Risk Management - Ms Ruth MurrayWebster 2012-09-28
A Short Guide to Facilitating Risk Management is for all those who need
to make sound decisions in important but risky situations; people who
work with groups to identify, prioritize and respond to risks, and who
wish to deliver value. The authors provide readable and practical advice
in terms of avoiding pitfalls, understanding risk management and the
role of facilitator. They include guidance for running workshops, and
working with small groups and individuals.
Managing Risk in Projects
- David Hillson 2017-05-15
Projects are risky undertakings, and modern approaches to managing
projects recognise the central need to manage the risk as an integral
part of the project management discipline. Managing Risk in Projects
places risk management in its proper context in the world of project
management and beyond, and emphasises the central concepts that are
essential in order to understand why and how risk management should
be implemented on all projects of all types and sizes, in all industries and
in all countries. The generic approach detailed by David Hillson is
consistent with current international best practice and guidelines

(including 'A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge'
(PMBoK) and the 'Project Risk Management Practice Standard' from
PMI, the 'APM Body of Knowledge' and 'Project Risk Analysis &
Management (PRAM) Guide' from APM, 'Management of Risk: Guidance
for Practitioners' from OGC, and the forthcoming risk standard from ISO)
but David also introduces key developments in the risk management
field, ensuring readers are aware of recent thinking, focusing on their
relevance to practical application. Throughout, the goal is to offer a
concise description of current best practice in project risk management
whilst introducing the latest relevant developments, to enable project
managers, project sponsors and others responsible for managing risk in
projects to do just that - effectively.
Crisis Communication - Martin N. Ndlela 2018-08-28
This timely book explores crises as an inevitable part of modern society,
which causes ramifications not only for organisations, but also for a
diverse range of stakeholders. Addressing the need for organisations to
be guided by a stakeholder-oriented approach throughout all phases of
the crisis communication process, the author draws upon various
business disciplines and covers the management of issues, risk,
reputation and relationships. Covering all stages of crisis
communication, from pre-crisis to post-crisis, stakeholder engagement is
analysed through a series of case studies, with a particular focus on the
role of social media. Scholars of corporate communications and business
strategy will find this new book undoubtedly useful, and it will be of
particular interest to those involved in crisis communication and
management.
Project Risk and Opportunity Management - Agnar Johansen
2019-03-29
Effective risk and opportunity management is key to the successful
delivery of any major engineering and construction project. This book
looks at how all those involved can manage risk and capitalise on the
opportunities that uncertainty present. The authors of this book highlight
that uncertainties should be managed rather than avoided. This book will
look at simple projects with a small team, to megaprojects where some
hundreds of people are involved, and the consequences of delays or
unforeseen costs. However, while the obvious risks can be planned for,
the authors argue that it is often the opportunities in these situations
that can have unexploited potential. This book is about opportunity
management seen from the owner’s perspective. It will be an invaluable
resource for those studying Engineering both undergraduate and
postgraduate and set out ways in which projects should be managed
from planning to completion. This book is also a great tool for those
working in project management and the construction industry. While
there are many books that demonstrate effective construction
management, this book is the first of its kind to emphasise that there is
opportunity in uncertainty, and possibility in the unexpected.
Practical Project Risk Management - David Hillson 2012-08
This second edition of the book reflects the authors' work to continually
improve upon the model and to apply the methodology to a broader
range of issues. The book includes: • An entirely new chapter on
managing risk in programs, which is an important dimension in today's
world of ever more complex initiatives • Updated material and
methodology more closely aligned with relevant international standards
• Emphasis on minimizing the threats and maximizing the opportunities
to optimize achievement of your project goals Based on sound principles
and best practices, this book guides any member of the project
management team in conducting risk management in a real-world
environment.
Megaprojects and Risk - Bent Flyvbjerg 2003-02-13
Megaprojects and Risk provides the first detailed examination of the
phenomenon of megaprojects. It is a fascinating account of how the
promoters of multi-billion dollar megaprojects systematically and selfservingly misinform parliaments, the public and the media in order to get
projects approved and built. It shows, in unusual depth, how the formula
for approval is an unhealthy cocktail of underestimated costs,
overestimated revenues, undervalued environmental impacts and
overvalued economic development effects. This results in projects that
are extremely risky, but where the risk is concealed from MPs, taxpayers
and investors. The authors not only explore the problems but also
suggest practical solutions drawing on theory, experience and hard,
scientific evidence from the several hundred projects in twenty nations
and five continents that illustrate the book. Accessibly written, it will be
the standard reference for students, scholars, planners, economists,
auditors, politicians and interested citizens for many years to come.
Capturing Upside Risk
- David Hillson 2019-06-28
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With more than three decades of experience as a thought-leader and
expert practitioner, PMI Fellow Dr. David Hillson shares practical insight
into how upside risks can be identified, assessed, and managed as
opportunities. After reviewing the benefits of identifying opportunities,
the book steps through the opportunity identification and management
process in detail, describing proven tools and techniques as well as
specific tips to make them work in practice. The book places opportunity
management in the context of traditional risk management, providing a
familiar pathway that leads project managers to discover new benefits
and successes. David Hillson is one of the foremost authorities on risk
management. With his latest book he presents a strong case for
managing opportunities. As with all of David’s books, the style of writing
is engaging and easy to understand. There are many nuggets of wisdom
in this book, as well as a hands-on approach to leveraging opportunity
management as a way of improving project performance. — Cyndi
Snyder Dionisio, PMI Fellow, Coronado CA, USA. (Chair of the PMBOK®
Guide, Sixth Edition) I enjoyed reading this book, which is precise, clear,
logical, and persuasive. The clarity of thought and expression explains
why David is such a sought-after speaker. This book is a must-read for
project risk practitioners, as well as for project professionals who are
serious about addressing all the risks on their project, including the good
ones. — Dr Dale Cooper, Cammeray NSW, Australia. (Director, Broadleaf
Capital International) At last, a clear and valuable book linking both
sides of the coin in risk management: threats and opportunities. David
Hillson truly engages the reader on how to deal with these two types of
risk in projects, sharing his wisdom and extensive experience in creating
value from risk management. Anyone who has to manage risk in realworld projects should read this book to enhance their opportunity
management skills. — Professor Salim Al-Harthi, Muscat, Oman.
(Director of Risk Management Office, Sultan Qaboos University) It is vital
for value creation in business and in life that we consider uncertainties
that would have upside impacts on our objectives (opportunities), as well
as downside impacts (threats). Business gets confused between
opportunities where there is a binary choice to take or not, and true
uncertain opportunities that can be seized, or left to chance. David has
persevered in helping us understand this and this important book is a
must-read for all leaders who want to create value through the proactive
management of risk. — Dr Ruth Murray-Webster, Wakefield, UK.
(Partner, Beyond the Deal LLP and Editor, APM Body of Knowledge, 7th
Edition) As project managers, we always seem to focus on threats,
negative risks. David Hillson, one of the foremost thought-leaders on risk
management, explains approaches to identify and manage opportunities,
positive risks and how this will help achieve project success. As with his
previous books, David provides a structured approach with examples,
tools, and techniques. An excellent resource for all project managers in
today’s world. — Peter Monkhouse, Toronto ON, Canada. (Past Chair
PMI Board of Directors)
Project Risk Management Guidelines - Dale Cooper 2004-11-30
This book describes philosophies, principles, practices and techniques
for managing risk in projects and procurements, with a particular focus
on complex or large-scale activities. The authors cover the basics of risk
management in the context of project management, and outline a stepby-step approach. They then extend this approach into specialised areas
of procurement (including tender evaluation, outsourcing and PublicPrivate Partnerships), introducing technical risk assessment tools and
processes for environmental risk management. Finally they consider
quantitative methods and the way they can be used in large projects.
International case studies are included throughout.
The Owner's Role in Project Risk Management - National Research
Council 2005-03-25
Effective risk management is essential for the success of large projects
built and operated by the Department of Energy (DOE), particularly for
the one-of-a-kind projects that characterize much of its mission. To
enhance DOE's risk management efforts, the department asked the NRC
to prepare a summary of the most effective practices used by leading
owner organizations. The study's primary objective was to provide DOE
project managers with a basic understanding of both the project owner's
risk management role and effective oversight of those risk management
activities delegated to contractors.
Managing Risk in Organizations
- J. Davidson Frame 2003-08-05
Managing Risk in Organizations offers a proven framework forhandling
risks across all types of organizations. In thiscomprehensive resource,
David Frame—a leading expert in riskmanagement—examines the risks
routinely encountered inbusiness, offers prescriptions to assess the
effects of variousrisks, and shows how to develop effective strategies to

cope withrisks. In addition, the book is filled with practical tools
andtechniques used by professional risk practitioners that can bereadily
applied by project managers, financial managers, and anymanager or
consultant who deals with risk within an organization.Managing Risk in
Organizations is filled with illustrativecase studies and Outlines the
various types of risk—pure, operational,project, technical, business, and
political Reveals what risk management can and cannot accomplish
Shows how to organize risk management efforts to conduct
riskassessments, manage crises, and recover from disasters Includes a
systematic risk management processrisk managementplanning, risk
identification, qualitative impact analysis,quantitative impact analysis,
risk response planning, andmonitoring control Provides quantitative and
qualitative tools to identify andhandle risks This much-needed book will
enable organizations to take riskseriously and act proactively.
Risk Modeling, Assessment, and Management - Yacov Y. Haimes
2011-09-20
Examines timely multidisciplinary applications, problems, and case
histories in risk modeling, assessment, and management Risk Modeling,
Assessment, and Management, Third Edition describes the state of the
art of risk analysis, a rapidly growing field with important applications in
engineering, science, manufacturing, business, homeland security,
management, and public policy. Unlike any other text on the subject, this
definitive work applies the art and science of risk analysis to current and
emergent engineering and socioeconomic problems. It clearly
demonstrates how to quantify risk and construct probabilities for realworld decision-making problems, including a host of institutional,
organizational, and political issues. Avoiding higher mathematics
whenever possible, this important new edition presents basic concepts as
well as advanced material. It incorporates numerous examples and case
studies to illustrate the analytical methods under discussion and features
restructured and updated chapters, as well as: A new chapter applying
systems-driven and risk-based analysis to a variety of Homeland Security
issues An accompanying FTP site—developed with Professor Joost
Santos—that offers 150 example problems with an Instructor's Solution
Manual and case studies from a variety of journals Case studies on the
9/11 attack and Hurricane Katrina An adaptive multiplayer Hierarchical
Holographic Modeling (HHM) game added to Chapter Three This is an
indispensable resource for academic, industry, and government
professionals in such diverse areas as homeland and cyber security,
healthcare, the environment, physical infrastructure systems,
engineering, business, and more. It is also a valuable textbook for both
undergraduate and graduate students in systems engineering and
systems management courses with a focus on our uncertain world.
A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®
Guide) – Seventh Edition and The Standard for Project Management
(BRAZILIAN PORTUGUESE) - Project Management Institute Project
Management Institute 2021-08-01
PMBOK&® Guide is the go-to resource for project management
practitioners. The project management profession has significantly
evolved due to emerging technology, new approaches and rapid market
changes. Reflecting this evolution, The Standard for Project Management
enumerates 12 principles of project management and the PMBOK&®
Guide &– Seventh Edition is structured around eight project performance
domains.This edition is designed to address practitioners' current and
future needs and to help them be more proactive, innovative and nimble
in enabling desired project outcomes.This edition of the PMBOK&®
Guide:•Reflects the full range of development approaches (predictive,
adaptive, hybrid, etc.);•Provides an entire section devoted to tailoring
the development approach and processes;•Includes an expanded list of
models, methods, and artifacts;•Focuses on not just delivering project
outputs but also enabling outcomes; and• Integrates with
PMIstandards+™ for information and standards application content
based on project type, development approach, and industry sector.
Applied Software Risk Management - C. Ravindranath Pandian
2006-12-15
Few software projects are completed on time, on budget, and to their
original specifications. Focusing on what practitioners need to know
about risk in the pursuit of delivering software projects, Applied
Software Risk Management: A Guide for Software Project Managers
covers key components of the risk management process and the software
development
The Standard for Risk Management in Portfolios, Programs, and
Projects (RUSSIAN) - Project Management Institute Project
Management Institute 2022-02-03
This is an update and expansion upon PMI's popular reference, The
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Practice Standard for Project Risk Management. Risk Management
addresses the fact that certain events or conditions may occur with
impacts on project, program, and portfolio objectives. This standard will:
identify the core principles for risk management; describe the
fundamentals of risk management and the environment within which it is
carried out; define the risk management life cycle; and apply risk
management principles to the portfolio, program, and project domains
within the context of an enterprise risk management approach It is
primarily written for portfolio, program, and project managers, but is a
useful tool for leaders and business consumers of risk management, and
other stakeholders.
Practical Project Risk Management, Third Edition - David Hillson
2020-11-03
This new edition of an award-winning risk management classic is more
actionable than ever with new chapters on facilitating risk conversations

and running a risk workshop. Risk isn't just about threat; it's also about
opportunity. You have to be ready to take advantage of the most
unexpected events—good or bad—with any project you are managing.
But how does this work in practice? The Active Threat and Opportunity
Management (ATOM) methodology offers a simple, scalable risk process
that applies to all projects in all industries and business sectors. For each
process step, the authors offer practical advice, hints, and tips on how to
get the most out of the risk management process. Risk management
really can work in practice. This Project Management Institute awardwinning methodology is already used by top corporations. Whether you
are someone with no prior knowledge of risk management or someone
who simply needs guidance on how to apply risk management
successfully, this book will help you tackle the ups and downs of this
unpredictable world.
Risk Management - Carl L. Pritchard 1997
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